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There is no guarantee these items will be at the sale. We rely on the sellers bringing them in
on the morning of the sale.
The description is for guidance, all items are sold as seen. Items are NOT warranted or
guaranteed.
They become the property and responsibility of the buyer when the hammer falls, subject
to payment of the bid plus 12.5% commission (except absentee bids 17.5%). You can
marshall your winning bids but you may not remove them from the marquee until you have
paid.
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Lot No

Viewing is from 13:00. The auction is at 19:00.
We hpope more instruments will arrive on the day.
You need a bidding card to bid. Please get one from the desk.
You are responsible for making sure the auctioneer sees your bid
Valuations may change on the day when we see the items
Full terms and conditions are on the web site http://www.auctionsinaday.co.uk

Description

1

Hohner Melodica Soprano - 2 octave keyboard with C in the middle. In good working order.
Bit of nibbling on the mouthpiece. Case needs repairing. £10-20

2

Yamaha Keyboard Portasound PS-400 in case with manual. 10 voices, 10 rhythms and bass
chords. Needs 9-12V power supply or batteries. In good working order. £15-30

3

Yamaha Portasound Keyboard. 3 1/2 octave keyboard, 9 voices, 4 rhythms, bass chords. The
volume controls need a bit of TLC but it works. In case but needs 9-12 volt power supply or
batteries. £5-15

4

Yamaha PSR-16 Keyboard - 4 octave keyboard, 30 voices, 16 rhythms, bass chords and a
Digital Synthesiser! No case and needs 9-12 volt power supply or batteries. In working order.
£10-15

5

Hohner Tango III Accordion - 3 octave keyboard - two voices - 120 bass buttons. With case. In
good condition with some attention needed to a few flap valves. £40-60

6

Bandmaster Piano Accordion in marbled red. 26 keys - two octaves, 6 bass and 6 chord
buttons. In original case. Leather straps and body in good order. Recently cleaned inside and
keys adjusted. Plays well. Made in East Germany £80-120

7

Casiotone 202 Keyboard with 49 voices Volume, Sustain and Vibrato controls 240V. £45-60
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8

Farfisa - Made in Italy - Pianorgan III. 2 1/2 octave keyboard with 60 bass/chord buttons
(many duplicates). Single reeds with volume modulated by folding out knee lever (it would
normally sit on screw in legs) which controls the mains powered fan. In good working order.
It's a effectively a table top accordion. £20-40

9

Roland U20 Keyboard - Not working, Case and Stand. £25-50

10

.

11

.

12

.

13

.

14

.

15

Mandolin in good order. £30-50

16

Russian Balalaika £10-20

17

Kustom KGA 10FX Guitar Practice Amplifier10 Watt amp with lead and rhythm settings with
echo effect. £15-25

18

Fame Series Bass 15 practice guitar amplifier by Ross.15 Watt amp 40 Watt 10" speaker £1520

19

Vintage 5 String Banjo: solid back with new strings. Vellum in good condition. Sounds good to
go.Mother of pearl inlay and bone tuning knobs.Original case needing new straps. £80-120

20

Swift Electro-Acoustic Bass in very good condition. £40-60

21

Liuqin - a Chinese four string mandolin in its case. Currently tuned as mandolin in G-D-A-E.
The raised frets enable vibrato to be applied easily. Wonder if it could be restrung as a
ukulele? In very good condition. Some wear on the sound board. £50-75
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22

Carlsboro GLX-40 guitar amplifier - transistorTwo channels selected from foot switch or
panel.Celestion speaker and unique reverb sound.In good working order. £60-100

23

Hofner 185 Artist Bass 1964 serial no. 2186. Imported by the Selmer Company of London. It
has twin pickups with on/off switches. Tone and Volume controls for each pickup. This guitar
has been restored and is in good working order. It has a new Hofner label on the head but the
rest is original. The solid body does look a bit too good to be true but perhaps it has been
sitting a cupboard for 50 years waiting for you! £180-250

24

Gibson Epiphone PR-200 acoustic guitar with new Martin steel strings £40-60

25

Tanglewood Electric Elf EE-12 Travel or childs guitar.19" (normally 25.5") bridge to nut scale
length. In great condition except the strings but you need to make a choice. Tunes A, D, G, C,
E, A with standard strings. Can be tuned an octave higher than normal with careful string
selection, Google it. £50-70

26

Strat electric guitar Squier by Fender Affinity Series 20th Anniversary edition LEFT HANDED.
Made in China. Recently restrung with Roto Pinks super light. In good order bar the rust on
the screws and the odd scratch and dint. £40-60

27

Jose Ferrer - classical or Spanish guitar £20-40

28

Classical Guitar made by Elba £45-60

29

Kawai Electric Guitar AS-30 1960s 2 x single coil pickups.Professionally set up and ready to
play. £65-100

30

Fane Hondo Series 760 Stratocaster copy from the 70-80s.Professionally set up - Ready to
play. £75-125

31

Yamaha Pacifica 812W electric guitar. Natural wood finish. Comes with tremolo bar and strap.
Restrung with new Fender strings. It plays well through the Marshall MG50 DFX amp which is
also in the auction. The guitar has only one very small mark on the body. There is a light buzz
on the bass E string which doesn't come through the amp. £75-125

32

Beautiful GIBSON Epiphone 12-string guitar. Model PR-650-12. Serial No. 9071106. Hardly
played.Comes with soft lined case. £70-100

33

MARSHALL MG series 50DFX amplifier complete with power cable and FOOTSWITCH. Clean
channel (gain; bass; middle; treble controls) ; Overdrive channel (gain; bass; contour; treble;
volume controls) ; Digital FX controls (preset/adjust; FX level; reverb level; master volume
controls). "Emulated Lineout / headphones" socket. On the back are power in; CD in; FX
return; FX send; Footswitch sockets. £50-75

34

Spanish made, three quarter size classical guitar with nylon strings. The guitar is
approximately 40 years old making it nice and mellow. £30-50
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35

Maybe a Fender John Mayer Stratocaster Black and Gold. More details when we know for
sure. £800-1,200

36

Hiscox Liteflite guitar case. Soft lining. Lockable and comes with the key. £25-50

37

Fender electric guitar gig bag. New unused £15-20

38

Fender electric guitar gig bag used. Two broken fittings.£5-15

39

Riiter Classic Dreadnought RCG300-9-D/BST. Unused with rucksack straps. £10-15

40

The Original Gig Bag Company for electric guitar. Used with rucksack straps.£10-15

41

Rockbag by Warwick electric guitar gig bag. Little used with rucksack straps, lots of pockets
and padding. £20-40

42

Spanish guitar bag blue £5

43

Acoustic guitar bag faux leather. Possibly for left handed guitar! £5

44

.

45

.

46

.

47

.

48

.

49

.

50

Bow 1 - bought as Pernambuco stick, gold mounted ivory frog £100-150

51

Bow 2 - Interesting , sort of baroque - ish, (sneaky decorative eye on the head and a sort of
smile, too, - make the guy next to you very careful !) £75-100

52

Bow 3 - One of those patent frogs on this one £75-100
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53

Bow 4 - Quite a nicely crafted bow with octagonal stick, attractive & dainty-ish. £100-125

54

Bow 5 -- A slightly shorter stick than usual, and parisian eye frog £60-80

55

Bow 6 - A French ugly brute, noisy, perhaps a busker or band jobby. Previous owner must
have loved it because it looks as though considerable thumb wear could have been filled in always a good indicator. £80-100

56

Violin 7/8 size scratches to varnish but no cracks or chips. No makers name. Resonates nicely.
Recently restrung. £25-50

57

Student bow 25" Made by P&H London £10-20

58

Violin bow by Theodor Kreutzer. 29" £20-40

59

3/4 size Cello BH400 made by Boosey and Hawkes in Czechoslovakia. 44" high. Bought 20
years ago but has had little use. String and bridge missing (might be there by the auction). In
very good condition. £80-120

60

.

61

.

62

.

63

.

64

.

65

.

66

.

67

.

68

.

69

.

70

Reso-Tone clarinet hardly used intermediate level. £80-120
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71

Wooden keyed flute. Probably rosewood body.Wood, keys and fittings in good order.Needs
recorking and padding. £30-50

72

Yamaha Bb Trumpet hardly used. In special gold-lacquer finish. With case but no
mouthpiece.Yamaha said "The YTR-1335 offers high quality pro-style models for a student
trumpet price. It features many of the qualities of the top-of-the-line of our models, like
medium weight tubing, pro bore and bell size for increased tonal core and a comfortable,
efficient response " £125-175

73

Baby Bagpipes - They can be played. Fitted with plastic reeds. In good order with a case. £1015

74

Practice bagpipe chanter. Hardwood. In good order. £20-30

75

Bagpipe chanter top section. Plastic mouthpiece, rosewood body and engraved yellow metal
band. Made by R G Hardin of Glasgow. £20-40

76

Dolmetsch Tenor Recorder with two bottom keys. Plastic. In good order and with no wear in
original box. £10-15

77

Clarinet - Bundy Resonite by The Selmer Company USA. In good order except for chipped
connection to bell. Not visible when assembled and no noticeable affect on sound quality.
Can be repaired with epoxy resin stained with black ink (Google on the web). £30-50

78

Clarinet Studente Console by Selmer London Foreign. Made from resin with metal banding.
Includes reed, ligature, cap and case. £50-75

79

Clarinet - Boosey and Hawkes "77" London. Made of probably Rosewood with a resin bell. In
good order with reed, ligature and case. No cap. £75-100

80

Trombone - Lafleur Boosey and Hawkes Serial no. 568. with G60 Made in England
mouthpiece. Tired but works. Comes in B&H Bandhite case. £30-50

81

Tenor Horn Eb Corton Foreign with case and music lyre but no mouthpiece. Missing one
valve button and 3rd slide is stuck. Otherwise it blows. £15-20

82

Didgeridoo £5-10

83

Buffet Crampon Clarinet £40-60

84

Silver plated Graduate flute by Rudall Carte, London with case and cleaning rod. Plating pitted
and worn. Some pads need attention. £15-30

85

Bodhran wooden frame with skin head and wooden beater. £20-30
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